Name _______________________________  Spelling Puzzle Page

Unscramble each word. Then use the marked letters to solve the second puzzle

Johnny Appleseed

Word Box
wild         alarm
peer         frontier
clearing     year
remark       orchards
country      rain

LIDW

RALAM

EPER

TRIFROEN

RCANILGE

EYAR

ERRAMK

SOCHRRAAD

UYTRNOC

RINA

1. New land ______________
2. Statement ______________
3. Panic ________________
4. Time ________________
5. Many fruit trees __________
6. Homeland ______________
7. Precipitation __________
8. A clean space __________
9. comment ______________

1. We picked apples in the ____________________________.
2. You need to sound the ______________________ when you see a wolf
3. Stay in the ______________________ so we can see you if you get lost.
4. You need to choose three __________________ to go with you.
5. I heard that ________________________________.